OUSD Positive Behavior Recognition Programs

2010-2011

Elementary Schools

Anaheim Hills:
- Quarterly Awards Assemblies.
- Students recognized in our Quarterly PBIS Newsletter.
- Students are rewarded with PAWS tickets from behavior.

California:
- Caught Being Good Tickets turned into prizes at a drawing.
- Character of the Month Awards.
- California Bear Award for good behavior and/or academics at Quarterly Award Assemblies.

Cambridge:
- Crusader Bucks for behavior outside the classroom that shows respect, solves problems and makes good decisions.
- Individual classroom teachers each have positive behavior programs.
- Crusader of the month – two per classroom recognized at monthly assemblies.

Canyon Rim:
- Quarterly Behavior Standards Assemblies.
- Semester Awards Assemblies.
- Principal HIGH FIVE Board (2 per class).
- High Five Blue Ticket Awards (spell out CANYON RIM: each letter is received for every ten classroom tickets).
- Quarterly Character Awards (2 per class).
- Quarterly Commissioner’s Awards (2 per class).

Chapman Hills:
- “Pawsitive” Praise tickets- students earn pawsitive praise tickets from staff for modeling outstanding behavior in the areas of PAWS- Prepared, Act safely, Work together, Show respect.
- Students are praised verbally and with the “paw” wave daily by staff.
- Students are recognized in their classrooms and at quarterly awards assemblies for being outstanding citizens and demonstrating “pawsitive” behavior.
- Students can “purchase” with their paws tickets to have their name displayed on the marquee.
- Students can purchase with paws tickets to have a positive phone call or post card from the principal or their teacher.
- Our staff makes an effort to recognize any positive and outstanding behavior when they observe it- in the halls, on the playground, in the lunch line, etc.

**Crescent:**
- One of the most important factors in a student’s successful learning is their motivation to learn and how hard they try. The more a learner is interested and successful with learning, the more the process of learning will become its own reward.
- As part of our basic philosophy to encourage students to excel, recognition is given to students who have demonstrated academic achievement or outstanding citizenship.
- Gotcha tickets are given to students “caught” exhibiting positive behavior and attitude. Teachers and PTA provide a “store” from which students may redeem their Gotcha tickets.
- Cougar of the Month – K-6 Citizenship Award.
- Each teacher recognizes one student each month for demonstrating a positive character trait throughout the month.
- Each teacher selects one student each month who demonstrates the monthly character trait from John Wooden’s “Pyramid of Success” blocks. Students receive a certificate, Principal’s Pride pencil and are recognized on the bulletin board outside the principal’s office.

**Esplanade:**
- Schoolwide PBIS implementation
  - “Eagle Bucks” incentive tickets for displaying pride, respect, responsibility.
  - Weekly classroom drawing/prize from the office and name called by student president.
  - Uniform incentive program (by class, weekly).
- Student Council involvement
  - Spirit days
- Quarterly awards assemblies (variety of awards for academic and behavior).
- Individual classroom awards and recognition.

**Fairhaven:**
- Student of the Month – includes personal behavior standards.
- Falcon of the Month – Includes behavior in supporting others at school.
- Classrooms have daily and weekly behavior charts.
- Group points for following directions and staying on task.
- Spotted tickets for getting spotted being helpful.
- “Picking Scouts” a GLAD strategy to watch for others behaving well.
- Stickers for honesty, respect, fairness, truthfulness, and caring for others.
- Positive phone calls for parents.

**Fletcher:**
• PBIS and within the program students are being recognized with SuperBucks and at awards assemblies.

**Handy:**
- Pride Assemblies (quarterly).
- Handy Hornet tickets.
- Treasure Box (teachers can send students to the office to pick something from the box).
- Newsletter (to highlight specific students/actions).
- Display case in front of the school (we usually have pictures of kids from different events).

**Imperial:**
- Daily: Superbucks and Eagle Pride Certificates awarded (student prize store opened bi-weekly – monthly).
- Weekly: Eagle Pride Certificate Winners from each class recognized at Flagpole Ceremony.
- Monthly: Student-of-the-Month Certificates awarded, presented at awards assembly.
- Quarterly: Awards Academic, Behavior and Reading Counts Awards Assembly.

**Jordan:**
- Quarterly Award’s Assemblies.
- School wide PBIS Program with “Good Sport” reward tickets handed out by all staff members
  - Weekly (whole school) PBIS raffles to reward students who achieve PBIS expectations
  - Weekly PBIS classroom drawings
  - Staff gives lots of verbal praise for good behavior in classroom and on campus
- Students with behavior contracts are rewarded by classroom teachers by giving student choices during recess time (computer time, library time or learning games,) with good behavior report sent home to parents
- Classroom reward systems include: team/table points, sticker charts, classroom STAR of the week, with ongoing incentives such as: lunch with the teacher, leadership privileges, prize box and other.
- Other positive reinforcements include "Berry or Green Bucks" (named after teacher last name) for being responsible, kind, helpful, polite, etc. with 10 Bucks earning you the prize box and 25 earns you lunch with the teacher.
- Some teachers have marble jars. Students earn marbles in the jar for whole class positive "team" efforts with whole class reward system.

**La Veta:**
- Viking Values Program. Each month, a different character trait is highlighted. Viking Values include: respect, courage, responsibility, kindness, self-discipline, honesty,
fairness, perseverance, patience, and honor. These positive traits are recognized quarterly in an assembly.

- Citizen of the month awards are issued to students at assemblies to acknowledge students making good choices.
- “SUPER” tickets are issued to each class for positive behavior during lunchtime (especially the lunch tables). Each month an extra 15 minute recess is issued to classrooms that have fully spelled out the word SUPER.
- “Caught Being Good” tickets are issued to students for appropriate behavior on campus. Students are acknowledged each week with a certificate and food voucher to a local restaurant.

**Lampson:**
- Lampson Lottery Tickets awarded for being respectful, responsible, and ready to learn.
- Lottery Drawing three times per week.
- Quarterly Awards Assemblies – Perfect Attendance, Improvement Awards, Honor Roll, Citizenship.
- Students of the Month pictures posted in front of the school, names announced over the intercom, and published in the monthly newsletter.
- Lunch time performing arts program, which emphasizes character education – students rehearse musical plays and perform at assemblies (students chosen based on positive behaviors, especially those who have changed their behavior).
- Lunch/playground monitors chosen based on positive behaviors (leadership opportunity).
- Student council members must maintain a grade point average and exemplary behavior to run for office and remain in office. These students are recognized often through morning announcements and school events.

**Linda Vista:**
- Each classroom has a positive behavior plan in place.
- School Wide “Caught Being Good”. Students are recognized by grade level every other Friday at the lunch tables by the principal.
- Quarterly Award Assembly. Bulletin board displays the winners.

**McPherson Magnet:**
- Daily broadcast of kids doing special activities or middle school students interviewing elementary students for an outstanding behavior or accomplishment.
- Weekly Flag Ceremony which highlights a student for each of our Character Counts traits: trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fairness, caring, citizenship. Students receive a colored bracelet (designated color for each trait) to wear at school.
- Student names are posted on Quad board and in weekly newsletter that goes home.
- Character Counts traits are highlighted each week at Flag Ceremony and a teacher publically recognizes a student for “I caught you showing good character.”
• Character Count tickets given out on a daily basis in classrooms and by noon duty supervisors for exhibiting good character.
• Middle School students are randomly given a black plastic bracelet for a free dress pass for exhibiting good behavior.
• Daily recognition in all classrooms: lunch with the teacher, line leader, teacher helper, verbal praise, choice time, preferred activity time...

Nohl Canyon:
• Character Education Awards – This is awarded to 2 students in every class each month.
• Principal Commendation - Students can visit the principal to share excellent work or fantastic behavior and receive an award.
• Super Roadrunner - This is awarded to students who show consistent academic success and/or progress as well as being a good citizen.
• Responsible Roadrunner – Students can earn tickets for displaying responsible behavior.

Olive:
School Wide Positive Behavior Intervention Support (PBIS) program includes:
• Quarterly awards assemblies in both primary and upper grades (recognizing both academics and positive behavior).
• “ROAR” tickets distributed by ALL staff for Responsibility, On Task, Acting Safely and Respectful behavior.
• Students receive pencils and other small rewards from their teachers for classroom behavior.
• Whole-School ROAR store is located in the office for prizes, certificates, front-of-the-line passes etc.
• Monthly “Pizza with the Principal.”
• Monthly picnics with teachers.
• Student recognition on marquee, office bulletin boards, announced over intercom and on Olive School News broadcasts.

Palmyra:
Pinto Pride Program:
• Tickets are given to students for going above and beyond expected behavior, extra effort and improved behavior.
• Pinto Pride tickets are drawn every Friday and students come to the Principal’s office to choose a prize.
• Each month there is a focus character trait, as well (respect, responsibility, integrity, perseverance, etc.).
• Pinto Pride winners are listed in the Palmyra Newsletter.

Panorama:
• Panorama is a PBIS School.
• Panthers’ CARE (Courtesy, Achievement, Responsibility, for Everyone) tickets.
• Panthers’ CARE “Reward Center” in each classroom – (these are items that can be purchased using CARE tickets).
• Quarterly Panther Pride Award Assemblies.
• PTA sponsored reward events, assemblies.
• Panthers’ CARE student events i.e., Free Skate Party for those with Panther CARE tickets (Student Council supported).
• Panther Paws news broadcast celebrations.
• Panthers’ CARE Friday announcements for CARE ticket drawing winners – award certificate given with name recognition over the all-call every Friday afternoon (last 3 minutes of the day).

Prospect:
PBIS-positive recognition in and out of classrooms via:
• Eureka tickets.
• Weekly school wide raffle using the Eureka tickets.
• End of the year raffle using Eureka tickets.
• Positive notes home.
• Lunch line passes.
• Homework passes.
• Classroom reward systems.
• Field Day.
• Weekly announcements-spotlight on classrooms making a difference.
• Awards assemblies-student of the month and personal success award.
• Good Guys recess (extra 10 minute recess).

Running Springs:
• Students that demonstrate respectful behavior to others receive Redhawk Tickets that are used for motivational incentives.
• Students that “Take a Stand” against bullying (directed at them or to someone else) are recognized at quarterly award assemblies. A bulletin board in the office will feature photos of students that have “Taken a Stand” each quarter.
• Group Recognition: Teachers/staff present a class with a “Redhawk Hand” when they are observed demonstrating respectful behavior (assembly behavior, following line up procedures, while traveling to another location on campus). Hands are displayed on the class window and a traveling trophy rotates weekly to the most respectful class.

Serrano:
• Year one of a three-year PBIS grant.
• Monthly PRIDE assemblies.
• Spirit Day winners every Friday (selected by Student Council).
• Terrific Tickets.
• Earning doubloons (we have a pirate/treasure theme this year).
• Lunch with the Principal.
• SETV and Student Council recognitions.

**Sycamore:**
• Students are taught from Day One to: Be Respectful! Be Ready! Be Good Decision Makers! Be Problem Solvers! Teachers modeled how these behaviors look in different areas on our campus in a series of skits. It is a school-wide mantra and posters are displayed in every classroom and on the school hallways.
• Sycamore staff hands out Splash tickets to students who display the above behaviors. Students put the Splash ticket into a raffle. Every Friday, two students per class are pulled out of the raffle to visit the principal for a reinforcing conversation and a small prize or privilege. In addition, Splash tickets are pulled at school-wide awards assemblies for prizes and privileges.

**Taft:**
• Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports "PAW"sitive tickets are handed out any time to students that are respectful, responsible, ready, and kind. Tickets are entered into a weekly chance drawing for prizes (toys, pencils, picnic lunch, front of lunch line pass, extra recess), a quarterly pizza with the principal drawing, and quarterly principal for the day drawing.
• Weekly phone calls home to parents from the teacher or principal.
• Quarterly Citizenship Awards (2 per class).
• Quarterly Respectful Tiger Awards (2 per class).
• Weekly classroom student of the week award (1 per class).

**Villa Park:**
• Weekly “Bobcat Buck” drawings for each grade level for prizes
• Monthly Student of the Month Recognition, picture displayed in front office and ice cream with the principal.
• Individual classroom recognition incentives done weekly and quarterly.

**West Orange:**
• Weekly assembly that recognizes an “All Star” from each class.
• All Star tickets issued to students who are demonstrating positive school behavior. All Star tickets are used to “purchase” a variety of reward activities. The reward activities range in price from 5 tickets to 100 tickets.
• Trips to visit the principal when demonstrating exceptional performance and/or effort

**Middle Schools:**
Cerro Villa:

- Principals' Mentorship Program.
- Student of the Month.
- Cerro Villa Honor Constitution.
- Proactive Anti-Bully Team.
- Positive Referrals.
- February is Friendship Month.
- Cerro Villa Spirit Cards.
- ELAC Awards Nights.
- School-wide Award Assemblies.
- Behavioral Goals established for Opportunities pupils.
- Implement Club.
- Words of Wisdom.
- Student Led Conferences.
- The staff develops a behavioral purpose which will be broadcast daily to students.
- All students are able to identify and recite the four School-Wide Behavior Expectations.
- Students are given informal stop-bys by the Principal reciting positive comments about students.

El Rancho Charter

- Coyote Bucks-Students can earn them for recycling, doing something nice, helping a teacher, etc. Both teachers and administration give them out at any time of the day. Students can use them to get in the front of the line at nutrition or lunch, or they can save them for an end of the quarter drawing for prizes.
- Coyote of the Month-Each teacher can select two students. Students earn this by improving a grade, being helpful, etc. They receive a certificate and a bag of goodies.
- Student Recognition Breakfast-Held once a quarter. Each teacher can select one student to be recognized. Each teacher provides their student with a certificate as well as a short explanation as to why their student was recognized.

Portola:

- PBIS.
- Student of the Month.
- Pride Assembly.
- GRIP.
- Student Clubs.
- Intramural Sports.
- ASB.

Santiago Charter:

- Positive Behavior program.
- Thank-you cards.
- Monthly Reward for Good Behavior.
- STRIVE Recognition- Need O or S in each subject.
- Rachel’s Challenge.
- Recognize an Act of Kindness-Chain Links.
- Welcome New Students Program.
- Community Service Projects- Currently doing Valentine Bags for Project Hope.
- Service Clubs.
- National Junior Honor Society.
- New Generation.

Yorba:
- PBIS program (Positive Behavior Intervention Support)-This program rewards students for lack of tardies, lack of referrals and improved attendance. This is frequent and ongoing. We reward students as a school, small teams and individually.
- Student of the month.
- Top Toro Rallies-Held at the end of each trimester. GOLD, SILVER and Bronze GPA recognition.
- Lunch with the Principal (most improved students).
- Positive referrals (daily).

**High Schools**

Canyon:
- GLEITSMANN AWARD-One senior boy and one senior girl who have served the school in an outstanding manner are chosen by a vote of the faculty. Criteria: academic achievement, service to Canyon High and involvement in school activities. PTSA awards a $250 scholarship to these two students.
- LAUREATE AWARDS-Each department, using its own criteria, selects a maximum of five nominees. One is recognized as the most outstanding graduate in the department. Laureates are awarded at the Senior awards ceremony held at the end of May.

El Modena:
- Freedom Fridays (students with C’s or better, no detentions and no U or N in citizenship get an extended lunch).
- PBIS Raffle (PBIS postcards that reflect outstanding citizenship are submitted by staff members to a raffle that is held once a week).
- Recognition Wall (students submitted in the PBIS raffle are then posted on the PBIS Recognition Wall in the front office).
- Pizza (random ID checks are held in classrooms and the class that has 100% ID’s gets pizza delivered for lunch).
- Student of the Month (teachers in each department recognize students that are excelling in their content area and are excellent citizens).
Orange:
- Pride of the Panther- Citizen of the Month.
- Tardy/Truancy Freeze- 2 semesters of compliance allows student to participate in activities.
- Knott’s Berry Farm for caught doing good- random acts of kindness are rewarded.

Villa Park:
- Student of the Month and VAPA Ceremony.
- PBIS recognition events ie. Lunch for student achievement goals being met, special recognition at school wide pep assemblies.
- Senior Awards Ceremony.

Richland
- Positive Behavior Recognition.
- Student of the quarter – certificate – quarter assemblies.
- Condor of Conduct – certificate – quarter assembly similar to Principal’s honor roll.
- RYLA campership awarded for good behavior provided by Rotary.
- Classroom teachers have their own system of rewards.
- Small gifts.
- Candy.
- Atta boys / Atta girls.
- Extra points for work well done.

**Special Schools**

Canyon Hills:
- Monthly celebrations to recognize student progress.
- Award Certificates to students who demonstrate the most progress.
- School-Wide teacher meetings developing common expectations for student behavior.